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In this study, Co-B based quaternary alloy catalysts were synthesized for use in NaBH 4
hydrolysis. Lanthanum (La) and tungsten (W) metals were added to Co-B catalyst by
chemical reduction method. The effect of metal content (La and W), NaBH4 concentration,
NaOH concentration, catalyst amount and temperature parameters were investigated in
NaBH4 hydrolysis. Activity results show that the hydrolysis reaction rate first increases
and then decreases with increasing NaBH4 concentration as well as NaOH concentration.
The activation energy of the hydrolysis for Co-La-W-B catalysts was calculated as 39.2 kJ
/ mol. The maximum value of hydrogen generation rate was 3280 ml / min. In terms of
application, hydrogen produced in the presence of the Co-La-W-B catalyst was used in
PEM fuel cell application. Average yield value according to power and ideal voltage and
maximum power vaşue of the system were determined as 57%, 73% and 1.4 Watt,
respectively. This original study demonstrates that the Co-La-W-B catalyst can be used as
an ideal catalyst for PEM fuel cell applications.
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1. Introduction
Alternative energy sources have been on the agenda of the scientific world for a long time.
The most basic characteristics of an alternative energy source can be listed as being less harmful to
the environment, renewable and cost-effective. In this sense, proton exchange membrane fuel cell
(PEMFC) and hydrogen energy are one of these alternatives [1]. PEM fuel cells, whose total
efficiency can reach up to 80%, are also known as continuous-running batteries. On the other
hand, it is also possible to use hydrogen gas as a direct fuel without any intermediate process and
energy requirements [2]. The technique of generating hydrogen in situ is one of the key issues for
the commercialization of PEMFC. Recently, hydrogen gas formation by catalyzing alkaline
solutions from the NaBH4 compound has proved to be a method of producing hydrogen for
PEMFC [3]. Furthermore, the by-product NaBO2 is environmentally clean and can be recycled to
re-synthesize that NaBH4 [4].
Therefore, NaBH4 hydrolysis is considered to be an efficient and environmentally friendly
hydrogen production method and is gaining increasing attention. Catalysts are an important issue
for the sustainable supply of hydrogen from NaBH4 hydrolysis [5-8]. In recent years, important
research has focused on non-noble metal catalysts, given the high cost and low weldability. Both
cobalt (Co) and nickel (Ni) based catalysts show good behavior and recyclability in alkali NaBH 4
solution [9]. Co and Ni are primarily regarded as elite candidates to serve this purpose [10]. Nonnoble metals perform better when used only in boride forms, because boron can protect active
metal regions from oxidation by electron transfer [11]. In the presence of Co – B [12], Co-Ni – B
[13], Co-W – B [14], Co-Ni – P – B [15], Co-Cr – B [16]and some other catalysts, it has also been
found to accelerate the rate of hydrogen from hydrolysis of NaBH4. The inclusion of transition
*
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metal elements such as Fe, Cu, Cr, Mo and W to improve the properties of the catalyst has been
recognized in many previous studies [17]. These transition metals generally become an atomic
barrier to prevent the accumulation of alloy catalyst [18].
In this study, Co-La-W-B catalyst was synthesized. The structure of the Co-La-W-B
catalyst and the effects of reaction conditions such as NaBH4 and NaOH concentrations, reaction
temperature and catalyst amount in NaBH4 catalytic hydrolysis were also investigated. The values
that the catalyst showed at optimum optimum conditions were used in single cell PEM fuel cell
application with Pt / C catalyst support. At the same time, the power and yield of the fuel cell were
evaluated with hydrogen produced from NaBH4 hydrolysis catalyzed in the presence of the Co-LaW-B catalyst.
2. Materials and methods
2.1. Catalyst synthesis
In this study, Co-La-W-B catalyst which has not been used previously in NaBH4
hydrolysis was synthesized by chemical precipitation and reduction method. Detailed production
of the catalyst is given below.
A certain amount of lanthanum hexahydrate, cobalt chloride hexahydrate and tungsten
nitrate were mixed in 100 mL of purified water. The prepared metal mixture was left in an ice bath
to ensure that the temperature was in the range of 0-5 °C. Then a certain amount of NaBH4
solution prepared in 50 mL of purified water was added dropwise onto the metal mixture. The
resulting black precipitate was washed several times with distilled water and ethanol to remove
impurities. The synthesized Co-La-W-B catalyst was dried at 100 0C under N2 gas. The resulting
catalyst was stored in a closed container for use in NaBH4 hydrolysis.
2.2. NaBH4 hydrolysis
The resulting catalyst was used in hydrolysis of NaBH4. Conditions used to perform
NaBH4 hydrolysis experiments were 10 mL solution volume, 25 mg catalyst amount and 2.5%
NaBH4 concentraiton. The graphs of hydrogen volume-time obtained as a result of NaBH4
hydrolysis were plotted using cumulative method. The effect of different parameters such as metal
ratio (La/W), NaOH concentration, NaBH4 concentration, catalyst amount and temperature were
investigated. Finally, the activation energy was calculated by determining the decomposition
kinetics of NaBH4 in the presence of Co-La-W-B catalyst.
3. Results and discussion
3.1. NaBH4 hydrolysis
3.1.1. Effect of W concentration on hydrogen generation rate
To increase the activity of Co-B and Co-La-B catalysts previously used in NaBH4
hydrolysis, W was attached to these catalysts. The graph of time vs hydrogen generation yield for
Co-B, Co-La-B, Co-W-B and Co-La-W-B catalysts is given in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1. The graph of time vs hydrogen generation yield for Co-B, Co-La-B, Co-W-B and
Co-La-W-B catalysts.

As can be clearly seen from Fig. 1, W metal increases the activity of the Co-La-B
catalyst. NaBH4 hydrolysis is completed for 140 minutes in the presence of Co-B catalyst, while
it is completed for 22 minutes in the presence of Co-La-W-B catalyst. Thus, it was observed that
W metal increased the activity of Co-B catalyst 7 times.
To investigate the effect of W concentration on catalytic activity, the Co-La-W-B
amorphous catalysts were synthesized by varying the concentration of W between 1% and 10%,
keeping the Co / (Co + La) molar ratio constant at 0.85. The graph of time vs hydrogen generation
yield for Co-La-W-B catalysts with different W concentrations is given in Figure 2a. In addition,
the graph of W concentration vs. hydrogen generation rate is given in Fig. 2b.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 2. (a). The graph of time vs hydrogen generation yield for Co-La-W-B catalysts with different W
concentrations; (b). The graph of W concentration vs. hydrogen generation rate.

As can be seen from Fig. 2b, it was realized that when the W concentration was increased
from 1% to 5%, the hydrogen generation rate increased and then decreased. This is likely due to
the low number of catalyst active sites when the concentration W is 1% but high when the
concentration is 5%. Thus, the best tungsten concentration was determined as 5%.
3.1.2. Effect of catalyst amount on hydrogen generation rate
NaBH4 hydrolysis experiments were carried out using different amounts of catalyst to
examine the effect of Co-La-W-B catalyst amount on hydrogen generation yield. The graph of
time vs hydrogen generation yield for Co-La-W-B catalysts with different catalayst amounts is
given in Figure 3a. In addition, the graph of catalayst amount vs. hydrogen generation rate is given
in Figure 3b.
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Fig. 3. (a) The graph of time vs hydrogen generation yield for Co-La-W-B catalysts with
different catalayst amounts; (b) The graph of catalayst amount vs. hydrogen generation rate.

As can be seen from both figures, as the amount of catalyst increases, both hydrogen
generation yield and hydrogen generation rate increase. This is likely due to the increase in the
number of active sites in the structure of the catalyst with the amount of catalyst. This result shows
that hydrogen generation from NaBH4 in the presence of Co-La-W-B catalyst is catalyst
controlled.
3.1.3. Effect of NaOH concentration on hydrogen generation rate
NaBH4 hydrolysis experiments were performed in the presence of different NaOH
concentrations and the graph of time vs hydrogen generation yield for Co-La-W-B catalysts in the
presence of different NaOH concentrations and the graph of NaOH concentrayion vs. hydrogen
generation rate are indicated in Fig. 4a and Fig. 4b, respectively.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 4. (a) The graph of time vs hydrogen generation yield for Co-La-W-B catalysts in the presence of
different NaOH concentrations; (b) The graph of NaOH concentration vs. hydrogen generation rate.

When the NaOH concentration is 2.5%, hydrogen generation rate increases and then
decreases. This is likely due to the presence of excess hydroxyl ion in the solution medium in the
hydrolysis of NaBH4. Because hydroxyl ions form a strongly complex water, the free water needed
for hydrolysis of NaBH4 is reduced [3]. Ding et al. [19]found the same results for the Co-Cu-B
catalyst used in hydrolysis of NaBH4. They indicated that an appropriate increase in NaOH
concentration could accelerate the hydrolysis of catalyzed NaBH4 and increase the rate of
hydrogen generation, since the OH-ion is involved in the hydrolysis of NaBH4. Moreover, the
authors stated that excessive NaOH concentration would lead to reduced NaBO2 solubility
followed by precipitation after solution and adhesion to the catalyst surface.
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3.1.4. Effect of NaBH4 concentration on hydrogen generation rate
The effect of NaBH4 concentration on the hydrogen generation rate is the key point of the
kinetic study. To examine this, experiments were performed at different NaBH4 concentrations (1,
2.5, 5, and 7.5% by weight). The graph of time vs hydrogen generation yield for Co-La-W-B
catalysts in the presence of different NaBH4 concentrations and the graph of NaBH4 concentration
vs. hydrogen generation rate are indicated in Fig. 5a and Fig. 5b, respectively.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 5. (a) The graph of time vs hydrogen generation yield for Co-La-W-B catalysts in the presence of
different NaBH4 concentrations; (b) The graph of NaBH4 concentration vs. hydrogen generation rate.

When the NaBH4 concentration increases from 1% to 2.5%, the hydrogen generation rate
increases and then decreases. The probable cause of this is the effect of mass and heat transfer
during the reaction. However NaBO2 concentration increases with increasing NaBH4 concentration
solution and this leads to an increase in solution viscosity [20]. When the NaBH4 concentration is
2.5%, it is clear that the hydrogen generation rate is maximum. Similar results was observed by
Liu et al. [21]. The increase in viscosity does not lead to limitations of mass transfer only from the
NaBH4 solution to the inner surface of the catalysts. At the same time, NaBO2 concentration may
exceed the solubility limit. NaBO2 can precipitate and inhibit the active site on the catalyst surface.
Thus, it prevents contact of BH4 and subsequent hydrolysis rate [22]. The hydrogen generation rate
depends on the competition between the effects of mass transfer and heat transfer. When the
NaBH4 concentration is less than 10% by weight, the hydrogen generation rate can be controlled
by heat transfer since the viscosity of the solution is low and the mass transfer limitation is also
relatively poor.
3.1.5. Effect of temperature on hydrogen generation rate
Hydrolysis of NaBH4 is temperature sensitive. Therefore, five different temperatures were
selected to investigate the activation energy of NaBH4 hydrolysis. Fig. 6 indicates the graph of
time vs hydrogen generation yield for Co-La-W-B catalysts at different temperatures.

Fig. 6. The graph of time vs hydrogen generation yield for Co-La-W-B catalysts
at different temperatures.
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It was observed that the hydrolysis experiment at 30 0C was completed in 40 min while the
same experiment was completed in 7 min at 50 0C. It is well known that the rate of BH4-ions in the
solution increases with increasing temperature. Thus, this situation is thought to have a positive
effect on the rate of hydrolysis. One of the main reasons for measuring the gait of any reaction at
different temperatures is the determination of the reaction rate constant and the corresponding
activation energy required to carry out the reaction.
According to the Arrhenius equation is given in Equation (1)
𝐸

𝑙𝑛𝑘 = 𝑙𝑛𝑘0 − 𝑅𝑇𝑎

(1)

where, The k is hydrogen generation rate, A; preexponential factor, Ea; the activation energy as kJ
mol−1, R; ideal gas constant as 8.314 J mol−1 K−1, and T; is the solution temperature as 0K.
In order to determine the activation energy using Arrhenius equation, (1 / T) vs ln (k) is
plotted as shown in Fig. 7.

Fig. 7. The graph of (1 / T) vs ln (k).

According to the graph, the activation energy of the Co-La-W-B catalyst was calculated as
39.2 kJ mol−1. In general, the obtained activation energy for Co-La-W-B catalyst is much lower
than the reported results in the literature [7, 12, 23, 24]. As a result, it can be said that the
synthesized quaternary Co-La-W-B catalyst has higher catalytic activity compared to other
catalysts.
3.2. PEM Fuel Cell Applications
The hydrogen produced using the synthesized Co-La-W-B catalyst was used in the PEM
fuel cell application. Current, voltage and power generation values were measured at specific time
intervals using a constant charge amount (10 ohms). The open circuit voltage for the single-cell
PEM fuel cell was measured as 0.9 volts. Time-voltage (Figure 8), time- current (Fig. 9) and
current-voltage-power (Fig. 10) graphs were obtained from the measurements. Average yield value
according to power and ideal voltage were determined as 57% and 73%, respectively.

Fig. 8. The graph of time vs voltage for a PEM fuel cell.
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Fig. 9. The graph of time vs current for a PEM fuel cell.
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Fig. 10. The graph of current-voltage-power for a PEM fuel cell.

4. Conclusions
NaBH4 hydrolysis experiments were performed in the presence of amorphous Co-La-B-W
catalyst. It has been experimentally observed that the catalytic activity of the Co-La-B-W catalyst
is higher than the Co-B, Co-La-B and Co-W-B catalysts. The effect of W metal ratio, NaBH4
concentration, NaOH concentration, catalyst amount and temperature parameters were investigated
in NaBH4 hydrolysis experiments. The possible reasons why the activity of the Co-La-W-B
catalyst is high are listed below;
1)
large active surface area 2) better absorption of OH− group ions in the presence of
catalyst 3) synergistic effects caused by mixing each chemical element in the catalyst in a well
defined ratio.
It was observed that the increase in temperature had a positive effect on hydrogen
generation rate. The value of activation energy from the Arrenius equation was calculated as 39.2
kJ mol-1. The hydrogen produced using the synthesized Co-La-W-B catalyst was used in the PEM
fuel cell application. Average yield value according to power and ideal voltage and maximum
power vaşue of the system were determined as 57%, 73% and 1.4 Watt, respectively. This original
study demonstrates that the Co-La-W-B catalyst can be used as an ideal catalyst for PEM fuel cell
applications.
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